FRENCH   POLITICAL  THOUGHT
result of competition is to drive wages lower and lower: even
the middle class are hit by the rise, of a new aristocracy of
finance which controls the Government, so that life is nothing
but a social and industrial hell, in which the worker has to
endure as it were simultaneously all the mythological tortures
of Tantalus, Sisyphus and the Danaides: he sees abundant
wealth of which he has no share, and is condemned to various
forms of toil which never end and never bring him any benefit.
And this, explains Considerant, is what we are asked to accept
as the normal, the last word of social organization, the purest
and most perfect manner in which industry is to work and
property can be organized. And he points out, with a striking
anticipation of modern theories, that low wages, by decreas-
ing the purchasing power of the worker, are a direct factor in
unemployment.1
What is to be done? First of all, we must reject two attractive
but deceitful roads : that of political reform and that of violent
revolution. The vote will do the worker no good; the forms
of government are irrelevant; to think you will be better off
if you supersede an hereditary monarch by a temporary elected
official is to be blind to real issues. Considerant has in fact
more hope from a monarchy than from a republic, for an
enlightened king is directly interested in the real prosperity
and happiness of his country; the thing is to enlighten kings
and urge them forward, not to overthrow them. All that
politics do, to Right and to Left, is to produce men like Thiers,
who have no principles and have only one test: success; and
like the men of the July Monarchy, who " tried to stamp out
all noble ideas, all generous emotions, everything that could
regenerate souls, enlighten minds, warm hearts; who tried to
make a world in which the law should be on the side of those
who are already replete, summing up their policy in those two
infamous mottoes: Abroad, everyone for himself; At home,
get rich."2 No, there is nothing to be expected from politics
or legal organization, for laws are inevitably but the consecra-
tion of morally wrong relationships: right relations need no
1	Principe s du Socialismref pp, 6-17, 22.
2	ttid., pp. 39, 69, 78.
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